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orchestra will be the nucleus about wh
•it,* grand choruses
'

HOME. .

Mme. Bloomfield-Zieseer is passing the .summer in
Europe.
... I
August Hyllested is in Europe Y6r the summer
months.
.
'
Wh. H. Sherwood is giving an extended series of
recitals at Chautauqua.
Moszkowski’s new opera, “ Boabdil,” is to be heard
in ■ 1r ork next sei son
“ L’Amico Fritz,” the new opera by Mascagni, was
fir it hear 1 in Phil ;< ipl ia.
.. The Chevalier de Kontski gave two recitals at Grand
Rapids, Mich., July 16th and 18th.
Miss Neally Stevens gave eighty-five recitals the
past season, her last concert being given at Salt Lake
City.
■
’ James Mb Tract, of Boston, has been appointed
Director of Music in the Normal College, Des Moines,
Iowa.:
The Music Extension Society of Chicago was incor¬
porated recently by C. B. Cady, Emil Liebling, and
others.
- --

-

FOREIGN.

- - --:-

Sarasate has given a series of concerts in London
recently.
Dr. Richter a giving a series of summer .concerts in
London.
■

De Paohmann gives a series of concerts Is England
next season.
Ah international singing contest was held in Brussels
July 17th and 18th.
The Leeds Triennial Festival ic to be held October
5th to 8th inclusi re.
Verdi is working on a composition for the Columbus
Celebration, at Genoa, this autumn
“Bethlehem,” a new oratorio by Dr. Mackenzie, is
announced for the Gloucester Choir Festival..
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seen that the plans are comprehen
most gratifying results:—
Recognizing the responsibility of
musical director groups all intended il
two central ideas—
1. To make a complete showing to
sical progress in this country in all gr
ments from the lowest to the highest.
2. To bring before the people of th
full.illustration of music in its highest
fied by the most enlightened nations o
In order to carry out this conceptio
pled opportunity now presented, t
audition! are in lie>le 1. The hearty support of America
teurs, and societies, ft. participation
occasions of popular music and for th
the most advanced compositions, Ame
2. The presence at the Exposition
representative musicians of the worl
performances of Ms own principal
those of Mb countrymen, all upon a s
completeness
3. A provision on the part of the E
ties of the means necessary for carryi
in the erection of the halls indispensa
performances and in the engageme
orchestras, and bands.
Consideration of these three lines o
much time, but progress is sufficientl
mit the Bureau of Music the follo
announcement:—
Tim halls have been officially .agre
construction ordered. These will
situated within the Exposition ground
1. A. recital hall, for quartet conc
500 people.
_
2.1 A music hall, with accommodati
300 ci «, ei . i ,n 4‘ an audience of 1000
3. A festival hall, for performance
practicable scale, with 200 players, 20
audien 2e of 7000.
The entire range of the performanc
seen from the following tentative clas
First—Semi-weekly high grade orc
Music Hall

instruction, I always follow this rale.
A child is especially sensitive ove
tion. A mistake in geography or a
him very little, but a mistake in th
mu8icle8son disconcerts him extremel
teacher points it out with severity; a
is once made nervous, it is impossibl
self-control and do justice during the
lesson hour.
Pupils see their mistakes from the
and excuse themselves for them from
does not comprehend, since he too of
ideal standard, without due sympathy
of musical skill, and when with the
there comes a sense of injustice fro
the teacher’s influence is at an end.
Nothing is easier than to criticise,
dangerons part of a teacher’s work.
not be made in a fault-finding mann
the pupil knows he has made a mista
insnlt to injury to open the wound
THE OLD AND NEW IN TEACHING METHODS,
necessarily chafe the sensitive feeling
The rod of correction and the lesson are as closely
the teacher might say, “In playing th
connected as are the school-house and the school-master
be best to do it in such and such a ma
in the minds of -many now living.
Text-books were
said, when the pupil is disconcerted
made purposely difficult, and in some instances conpractically at an end. A well-know
tained.false . and..misleading. statements. put.. there - ex¬
tb< subject as follows :—
pressly. to.’ puzzle the child. Some teachers never see
“So long as humanity is imperfe
ee ti in ; xer ises or he u * -tain pa s g 3 ol mnsi . » ith
pick flaws in its work. That’s the lo
, oat seeming to. feel a tingling of their teacher’s pencil
cism. The genius of criticism consi
on their knuckles. ■ It is related that an inspector visited
and how much to compliment. I
a-school-and asked the children if all did not .want to
rec ognize the re illy great
be, good scholars and have every lesson well learned;
The teacher has something more d
all dill but one boy, who gave m a reason for preferring
than common clay when .be teaches a
ignorance to' learning, “ that he did not want to get
diuary
ind he should
a beating for every lesson, and that was why he didn’t
thought in such a way as to lead
like school, anyhow.” We now laugh at the “rapid
b< mtifully • res t n the stanza f
transit” of the canal packet and stage coach of our
“ B eaven’a not reached by a, slrsg
fathers, bat the improvements exemplified in the “ ves
We uild
ider by whi
tibnle and limited express ” of now-a-day are no more
From the lowly earth to the
marked than is oar advancement In teaching methods,]
And regain ts uw mii ‘ a l
ages after the brilliant musical performers are forgotten.
The composer, by the aid of the printing-press, puts his
creations in form for all who care to play them, and if
his compositions are worthy they are never forgotten;
but the performer is rarely remembered beyond the life
of his auditors; the second generation knows him not.
But this is not fully true, for when the performer stirs
the very soul of the hearer, then their fame lives longer.
Why should performers .who are for a time, perhaps,
equally popular not be equally remembered ? It is the
player who makes .his technic subservient to expression,
that moves the emotions of Ms hearers, who is remem¬
bered
By t s it ia clearly seen that the learner should
seek 4s play with depth of expression rather Ilian with
brilliancy, to touch the heart rather than tickle the
fancy.
But it requires as perfect a technic for the
greatest effects in expression as for the most brilliant
key b iard pyi 3tec hnics

the approach of comparatively intricate passages, to proceed with one hand alone for the duration of such passages. In such cases it will be the inner part that will
have to be sacrificed. Well-marked dance rhythms,
marches, etc., are very appropriate for a commencement. Let keys -v ith sharps and flats be t iken in alternation as far as convenient.
;
A student of a conscientious nature is apt to feel disheartened after the first lame attempts. A word oren-

or agility, taken separately.
2. Most “hard runs ” are a mo
of the scales and other passages,
already mastered the transposition
keys, he will need only to rehearse
found »-»the pi 'co¬
There are two passages in Liszt
.may fairly be called difficult, one
large thirds, and one for the h

eonragement is here of benefit. lake, the opportunity
of | Dintini out - >me ©f the hief errors, espt eialij • n
points of phrasing, so that when the duet is brought a
second time a more correct performance will be the re,,
8nIt* ■
- '
'
One of the main aids to sight-reading is a knowledge
of the chords. We are not yet sufficiently advanced in
musical education to insist on every pianist having even

small sixths, but bo one is qualifie
these * runs imt 1 h shall ) j1of double scales in all keys, with
ought-to precede such studies.
„ .
ma8ter fck
and
the
ally without having first made ext
up to them.
.
r
8. 'Every player should have a d

a partial knowledge of the laws of harmony. But we
do expect a child who is to accomplish something besides
getting a few set pieces, nay after twelve months or go
good grounding, to be familiar with .the major and minor

cal studies, covering the vario
enumerated abovey including rhy
as ills only by this sort of study, d
one can expect to become a mas

chords. Later on the dominant and diminished sevenths
are imbibed with arpeggio practice.
•
.
Amongst numerous other advantages which accrue
from devoting-some-time to'dipping into new music, one
. ,i ...
..
1H that. r.hA vfmnor ntnnfmt.ia tAPAon itAilftOAn hia avaa .Ipaiw .

have presumably done all this wo
find it most advantageous to go o
technical materials when preparin
ance. The student should practic
,nc»f-#vi*CkVTaktnor
,
.
,,
, ,
c .
niv rhn nrnn^ir nr rnflOA
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iar with these names, since.they get them at a very early
age at the primary school. This accomplished, the pupil
should be^exereised in recognizing the individual tones
of the scale, as, for instance, in the skips of 1-3-6-8, 13-5-1, within easy limits. All this is merely preliminary.
Then a series of progressive exercises may be given, such
as do, re, do; do, mi, do ; do, fa, do ;* do, sol, do, and
the like, all having for their object to-familiarize the pu¬
pil with the sounds of the tones in key. The manner of
administering the dictation is very important. Each little
phrase of three or more tones Bhould be played by the
teacher upon the piano in a convenient key, such as D or
C. The pupil should stand a little distance away with
her back to the teacher, so that she can derive no assist¬
ance from seeing the keyboard. When the phrase is
played, such as do, re, do, the pupil must answer it by
singing the same pitches with the scale names if familiar
with them, or if not familiar sing them with la. This
done, the scale names should be applied, or numerals
must be used if the scale names are not, since these
names carry a more exact idea of the distances apart that
the tones stand than merely singing them to the syllable
la will do.
The writing may be done at first in a purely conven¬
tional way. The pupil may write the initial letters of the
tones, d, r, d, for do, re, do, and the like; or may write
the numerals for the tones, all on the same level. Later
the staff should be used, and the place of do being estab¬
lished upon any line or space indicated by the teacher^
all the tones are placed by means of dots, which the pupil
can make quickly without the trouble of finishing them
ont into notes. This dictation exercise should- be con¬
tinued for a few moments during every lesson for some
weeks, until the pupil becomes ^able to note correctly
phrases of five or six tones or even more.
It is very important that the pupil Sing each phrase
directly after it iB played, before attempting to write it.
If she sings it incorrectly, you may know that the tones
are not correctly perceived, and the dictation must be re-

■

upon the needs of your own play
single pulse lengths must be given in
—in rhythmic phrases of three m
ing accent. Later the phrases mu
ond, third, and fourth heats of the
tinued to the corresponding part of
For example, suppose the teacher
pulse tones in triple measure. Th
responds, “ Tra-ta-ta, tra-ta-ta,
Quarters in common time: Tra-ta
tra- -ta -1 la- ta ta -tra.
When full pulses in measure can
then proceed to teach the notatio
the pu.
'the t me
the corresponding measures by mea
line, a time signature, and the bar
teach what the bar is for—nam
place of the strong pulse.” As so
can >e recognize < an ? written in a
direction of the teacher, go on w
and then to third pulse, quarter pu
The - dot, also, is very importa
pupil conceives the lengthened ton
added impulse of the beat cont
sample 1 dotted quarter beginnin
waythrough “2;” the musician fee
But enough for now. I will be gla
questions concerning this practice

Live a child’s life, and keep m
Do not associate with people wh
listened to themselves
do not p
listening with attention to others
into the habit of not listening, a
itself into ail that they do. A, per
this bad habit will lose by degrees
trating; his attention, and without c
in any study is impossible.—Deppe

will find in a half hour’s playing a variety of touches
concerning which the book is silent. The first important movement toward clearing up this vital point of
piano playing was made by Dr. Mason nearly twentyfive years ago, in me introduction of his fast form of the
two-finger exercise, which “had the merit of cultivating
certain forms of vitality in the finger tips, as well aB
facility.
In his “ Technics ” (1876) a further step was
taken in advance, but there are many places in that work
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where the point is evaded. For instance, in the moBt
important point of all, the method of attacking the first
tone of the elastic two-finger exercise, the student is
left Ip. doubt whether an attack by means of „the finger,
the hand, or the arm is intended. As matter of fact,
the writer remembers that twenty years ago, as now, Dr.
Mason himself always attacked these strong opening
tones with .the arm. But the arm was not then recog.-..— -.-------■M^opyright, 1892." Tteo.Presser. ■'
'
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teacher will be able to get them correctly
that the readers of Music may not be be
mainder of the world, but, on the contra
their Just due, a little ahead of the pro
following summary of the new doctrines i
advance sheets of this revised edition of
will not be ready for circulation for so
The following, substantially, are Dr. Ma
tions:—
All touches partake more or less
the hand, and the finger. Whatever
quality, all parts of the entire app
the shoulder to the points of the
operate; and perform vitally essent
The only ground, therefore, upon w
can be distinguished aB finger, han
found in the preponderance of m
or the other of these parts, of th
Moreover, since there is no finger t
the proper backgrou nd and suppor
and the arm, all the forms

of the arm in touching,
*
which are called “down-arm,”
“ up-arm,” and “ devitalized.”
By down-arm touch is meant that form
which the weight of the arm M1b upon the
actuates the tones.
’
'
Preparatory Exercise.—Extending the h
lap, the pupil being turned away from the
entire arm be thrown up from the lap abo
by an impulse from the upper arm, and
entirely inert, as when a ball falls back
thrown into the air.
This downward fall
the “down-arm.”

sam. In a later stage of this exercise the measure is
shortened to two counts, and the relaxation takes place
at the very moment of attacking the keys. Nevertheless, ii pit* of th
els . •/. th points of
fir § ere
wntiineto
hold™
kTys^’ this
this also
afso is
is well
well shown
showfTn
continue
to hold
on the
the keys;
in
the
diagram.
essential
for the
mashe diag
i ^The
"The ess
ial jpoint
ntfor
th student
■ tudent to
to mas
ter is the complete devitalization of the arm and hand in
this
exercise at
at the
precise moment
required. And
And this
this
this exercise
the precise
moment required.
will not be difficult if the devitalized condition has been

contact with the students all the time
them and raising the musical standard
not doing the same for the community

we do this we are failing. Giving lect
this—raise the standard and develop ta
a 8i0w process. Those who need the edu
hear what you have to say. But articles
,,
read by from five to tec times the num
^_
reach in any other way. Our small town
J
little original matter, and all the editors
/
were quite pleased to print original a
^
,*
r
y .
X
4
music teaching. If a paper has six s
'M
A
__
—interested in music—and what paper i
\
~~
_
\
unable to count that many—the editor
1
_
insert, occasionally, a musical article fo
1
\
,
’
, ,
.
...
1
&does ^°r tbe ^armer> gardener, and mi
B
_ ■ j
ment enough if any objection should b
/
/
4BBSs^
What shall we write about ?
Well,’first comes the duty of pare
. . -r. . ‘
pupil and teacher. This is a fruitful
undqrtakes to talk to people he will
best points, and not make much im
Those he talks to may want to argue
previously mastered in the limp exercise already men- put your ideas in the form of an article
tioned.
read it, they will take it all in witho
The second type of the octave school is the exercise in
■■ ■
{n
which the handplays five tones of the scale in succes- CU88Dg matters’ nothing 18 ^orgotten
sion, C, D, E, F, G, sixteenths, in common time. The
make an impression that no
remainder of the measure is to be occupied by rests, would, and the result is highly satisfac
The point lies in the manner of playing. The hand
Again, people should know the ch
and recitals to themselves and stude
th^re'maining^ou^tone^are^played^witb lighter aSd and recitals
to themae,ve8 and 8tude
, .
attend them
lighter force, as if the hall, having struck, were several attend
them more
more frequently.
frequently.
times rebounding. Thus all the tones in the series . Furthermore, teachers can show th
come from the same original impulse, and not from and the profession. And think of the
or a continuous curve.
The octave illustrations embrace two other important,
classes of motions. The t i-st is the rotating>of the hand
upon the forearm as an axle, as when broken octaves
are played strongly.. In performing these motions the
hand alterant ' - assumes th* app aran show * in i''1',*'-,
5 and 6, the rotation being carried as far as possible.

b*

-

<r*

music generally—its mission, its pow
morals, manners, and lives of those w
influence. Write to show that music
.
, ,, , ,. ,
8Weet sounds’ of whieh y°u are a p
an^ here I want t< be •
emphat—
not want pupils to “ help you along,”

©) This is the real end of the phrase contained in the
d) The use of the Pedal is indicated more for practi

Principles of Expression in Piano Playing,” says that
strong beginnings and endings should always be accented,
but he limits the accent on weak beginnings to “ a lead¬
ing subjectbthat descends,” but as he also says that “ any
note preceded by a rest is to be considered as a long
not« and requires
a ac seat,
and as very n ft- pre
ceded by a Blurred group, a staccato note, or its own re¬
petition is virtually preceded by a rest, the following
rules raaj
foi • be con idered 1 >gical :First. The first note of a slurred group should be
accented when beginning on the strong part of the
measure.
Second. The first note should be accented when be*
t .1
oath weal part if it begins
leading subj
which descends.
Third. The first note should be accented when pre¬
ceded by either rest, slurred group, staccato note, or its
own repetition.
The continnation of a Blurred group should be effected
by a smooth succession of sounds, legato, during which,
with the exception of the first note, all accentuation in
the voice enclosed by the slur should be suspended, so
that il flie legato motion within will be as smooth as the’
flight of a stone,” according to Ghristiani.
Perhaps a. more important principle to be observed
than either the beginning or the continuation is the ter¬
mination of a slurred group. It is unfortunate that com¬
poses <
1
le fo
ly other purpo e ban as
a phrase indication, as already described, but as it is
also u ■
. ;
it
Feet whic
.mttobe
regarded as a slur, especially in the termination, It is
therefore necessary to he able to decide when it is inten¬
ded for a slur,and when for a legato indication. Both are-to
be accented in the beginning according to the directions
already given, but is the termination the curved line is
to be * 1
■
■ co jquently
he final
note shortened to about one-half its time value—
First. When it '4 followed by a r jat.
Second. When it ends with a staccato note.
Third. ■ When the curved line does not agree with the
rhythmic divisions of the measure.

lowing np an art as a business; o
becomes useful to society by being
cupation should be remunerative,
becoming so in our time, it is also m
enters into the ranks of the repre
agencies of life. - It is as, old-fashi
must he wooed for her own sake,”
says; there is no such thing; art ha
the world for the use it will be in it
mankind will derive from it, in wh
be. It is a terrible thing to lear
former great artists that their grand
not even procure a decent way of
that the ordinary comforts of life we
And why? Just'because these v
learned how to make a useful busin
so that it should earn sufficient mon
luxuries or even the necessities of e
no hindrance .to the cultivation of a
should also be a business; on the c
art is so promotes it. Is Mr. Damr
ductor because the Symphonic Socie
for conducting its performances?
very fact that he draws his living f
advance himself in his Btndies, to
quainted with new works, and to s
nes s< t it h< may hold his occup
It is an immense advance in the c
that it is in our time taking a positio
which guarantees the person pursuin
hood The doubtful place which th
occupied in old times, whether a pe
or not, is fortnnately held no longer,
need not at present depend merely o
world, bnt can sustain him or her
pursuit of Ills or her art.
Just because music has become a
chance of becoming a far higher c
depended on the whim of the publi
be supported or not, and exposed m
Mozart, Schnbert, etc.,* to the gre
heii last days - Tht A nerican ■ m

Miss Kittay’s piano playing interf
the conversation of a party, in th
other evening, and they were forced
than otherwise necessary, in the fo
hear each other. Professional sing
beginning to assume s position and
onght never to have lest, by refu
conversation by their art.—Globe.

fingers that way, there being no other. This unnatural good performers, but criticise a
and artificial regime is fast being superseded by another, thoven sonata as you conceive
which calls for head work. Hand work is necessary, but
it is the minor part. Who cares how a great artist holds
his brash or spreads his canvas, so long as he gives to us
a masterly painting ? The fact is, none of the great pianists do the same thing in the same'way; they simply
i8ts
couldn’t; it would be a mental and-physical impossibility ; for no two people are alike, their individuality must
assert itself. Such is the law of nature, and who would
deny mankind this individuality when it is the handmaid
of Genius? Carlyle has said that‘‘Practice is the great
,
,
,, , ,
,
schoolmaster,” but now and then a great light flashes
across our common horizon out into the chaos of hnman
thought which sets aside all rules and sayings.

may. In the first instance, there
ure ; in the second, a certainty
least have the merit of truth
second will be nothing but an im
a poor one. Don’t be afraid atm
hpinn nno
but scorn being
one
JZr • *
iBe suggestive in
m your playing
your listener. The keenest intel
as the highest spiritual attainmen
propriating another’s idea, hut f

one’s own. The way may be indi
out, but the footsteps most be
himself. But, be sure that you k

There have been men who possessed knowledge tliat dent of the goal. If yon have t
would enable them to do things without previous special the slightest doubt m your own m
work, who seemed to grasp as though by intuition the suggest that and nothing more.
great ideas before them, upon which others had long
Let your work be expressive o
been toiling in fruitless endeavor. Such were Bach,
Mozart, and Beethoven, intellectual giants beyond even
onr comprehension. These men lived far in advance of
their day, creating masterpieces which shall endure as

first have the conviction. Your
speech if it is to live. Mankind
lukewarm effort. Yonr thought
or performer, will be clear to you

monuments of the ages for future generations to build
upon. •
_ '
What are the nnwritten laws of genins ? where do they
begin ? where do they lead? Are the possibilities of the
mind limitless? What questions 1 The answers—how
slow in coming !
Some great existing principles there are which, when
discovered, will revolutionize many accepted theories
and mark an era in edncational development heretofore
unknown.
Toward the solution of these problems many of the
leading philosophers, scientists, and learned men are
turning their attention, realizing more1 and more, as they
do, the importance that must attach itself to such discovery. In this direction a little is being accomplished
every year, faculties are being definitely located, and
these faculties
n<
lly

as yon feel its purity, its truth, a
just in proportion as yon let its t
its own form of expression. Th
sage from the divine to the h
nature for a law of its expression
all truth first, simple and gene
development, the uses to which
comes complex and definite; *a
complex is to give form.
Be as critical of your own in
composition, as yon are of anothe
a new idea of truth in yonr min
of it mast come as a patent of
tion of ita.infinity, of its unlimite
own inability to express even wh
reverence for the thought that
that
xhaust dese
..

to listen to their playing, lectures, or conversation. And with the hammer of Thor, strove to
when such opportunity offers, let us not be of those who, into obscurity ; but in him, as in
“ having eyes, see not, and ears, hear not. Keep eyes musical genius was sustained by a T
and ears ojlen, and the mind alert to discover every fine and the last twenty years of his lif
point* every good idea and beautiful thought. Dissect brilliant outward success. Introduc
them, analyze them, to get from them their true mean¬ by Mendelssohn, favorably reviewed
ing and greatest good, then use them. ^Frequent inter¬ friended by Lizst, and helped by Bil
course of this kind, however, is not within the reach of compositions, there were forces at
all. But one thing is possible: the whole world of but many disasters and heart-sicken
literature is open to all who will labor to explore it. intervened to try his soul till it w
Through this medium we may have intercourse with the manly maturity. The fecundity of h
, ohlest minds >! all ages.
all comprehension.
Again, much depends upon how we read. Riiskin says:
Ten symphonies give one an id
“You might read all the books in the British Museum which his productiveness is to b
(if you could live long enough), and remain-an utterly orchestral world, while in chamber
illiterate, uneducated person ; but if you read ten pages positions for the pianoforte he has b
of a good book, letter by letter—that is to say with real creative. His gift for melody is
a curacy - ou a - ...
~ ore in. .*><> cm ism 3 an 5 dinary, and oftentimes his theme
ucated person. The entire difference between education charm.
and non-education consists in this accuracy.” And then
As a harmonist, also, he mani
he sa
ij h a s of bool
“to
o them learning, but that “ curious felicit
for help; to appeal to them when our own knowledge phrase of the famous Latin rhetor
and power of thought1 fails; to be led by them into tact in choosing apposite chords, w
wider sight, purer conception than ms own, and receive rarest gifts, especially with compos
from them the united sentence of the judges and councils of mind. Raff always writes with
of all time, against our solitary and unstable opinion.”
the o i | art ii he large, J si <
Above all, train the mind in habits of thought; of
One fatal defect, however, is fou
“Original and independent thought; thereby bringing out doc he lacks tin p< er- possessed
your own individuality, which shall in turn leave its im- Andes—-to remain on wing above all
press upon your pupils, and prove a formative influence heavens. His larger works seldom
in their eduction, musical and otherwise.
level of noble sentiment, but often
The* writer’s observation has been that -nothing is ning, sink to the trivial or even
more fatal to progress than conservatism. Many teachers boisterous.
Sncl symphonies as
regard new ideas and methods as dangerous. They Bay, the Leonore illustrate conspicuous
“ This method, which I havje used for years, has been and the lamentable weaknesses o
productive of good results, therefore I wfujt nothing bet¬ trious, and fascinating musician.*
ter.” Actuated by the mistaken notion that to intro¬
duce any change or new ideas into their work would be
* Baff, like Brahma and Bnblnsteln, th
an admission of past incompetency, or would detract modem German school in the details c-f h
from their own dignity1 and self-imjjoftance, they-stub-: essentially in accord with .the traditions of

ventions.
ventions.
.
playt e notes.
.
,
3.
3 Yes, the two-finger exercises, scales, and arpeggios,
If music is, as is behaved, o
Wiflbirinsfhn nvfno T Anna AT f An An Tnr« Tna onnnnro
An W n U /mH n Wri ri nnnl rv vvnfi
making the extra force of touch for the accents. Practice been n
nourished
and developed
C. W.
W. L.
L.
mostl^without blowing, silent.
C.
one of the most, if not the most
Ques.—Why
ing universal, appealing to a
QUES—Why not have one length as standard? We mg
are now confused with halves, quarters, eighths, six- nationality, elevating in its te
_lay the hither
teenths, and I have seen thirty-seconds as the unit.
into play
higher facdties
faculties,
c. d. w.
nt° play \ '_*
h,r.er
aCQlt ®S’
C*
t___J
•__i
* __ 1
~ to
lovers and musicians, pat int
Ans. I see no need of confusion in any case. All and ahow wberein
wherein lie8 its bea
that
is
necessary
is
to
know
what
the
unit
of
time
measure
„ow
tiiat is necessary is to know what the unit of time measure etic way Df interpreting them.

is, to start with. It is not necessary that it should wofd musician implies—a ma
always be the same. Present practice is the result of a music, who can talk intellige
long course of development and of natural selection. I garding it wbo can explain
gained by attempting
do notthmk anything would be gamed
such
change as
as you
J.
such a
a change
yon suggest.
suggest.
J. U.
L. Jb.
h.
Ques.—Am I right in placing the top of the slide on
the metronome pendulum on a level with the fingers
callad for ia ike piece to be plajed ?
- F. M. n. F.

wonderfl 0f a Beethoven son
on n
nro 1 n the ^aohli
drama. Then
again
teach
pils wherein Bchumahn is dif
ner from Beethoven, Bach fro
8tyleB and peculia; eb^ete

Ans.—Yes. Some teachers only use the metronome
to give the required rate of speed, letting it tick a moment
while the player eoonta with it to get the time within
him
wrni I a AThnw noo if Hrnnnrr f ha -tTr hala m ana
orirl ofi 11
him,
while others use it during the whole piece, and
still
others for working up hard parts of a piece.
C. W. L.

should be acquired by every t
reading and study (besides a
harmony and counterpoint), a
nnk1 n
k n
nnJwn
sable
if he
wishes in
to 1-.^.
be spoke
a real musician. That person
beyond question. There are m

QuES.-Please explain the meaning of” nna corda ; ’.’ will not permit them to engage
my dictionary says that it simply means_that a passage is (in consequence) go to one of
to
be played on only one string. How can
that
be There is, however, no excuse f
rlnna An rhn mnnn *
- M
w
done
on the piano ?
N. W.
outlay and do not for mercen
Ans.—In the old instruments but two strings were nsed, end find oot .he lamentable

and when a passage was marked ” nna corda” the but tbe principle of engaging
foot was pressed on the pedal to the left-hand side, which s;cjan8 to meet this class o
shifted the action bo that bnt one string was worked. mn8;caj[ in8tiiutions, schools,
ml_-J_:_1_it_•__J

dt_ _

. _.L*

__

7

7

Ques.—Should J time and f timashave more than one teachers know from sad exper
’ll-

a
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L. S. B.
aCCAent? „
.
,
L; S* B>
them to eradicate from snch p
Ans.—Yesj always, except when notes are given that from first erroneous training.
fill the measure.
0. W. L.
to any other art, and the effe

play, if required, on any of the manuals, either sepa¬
rately or in conjunction with the feet. If the pupil,
while in this position; has an uncomfortable sensation
that he ,is likely to knock his nose against the desk, the
g! n stoi 1 is u‘ fa ai aj from he ke; s o h< I sittii g
too near its edge. If the pupil cannot move his knees
freely to the right or left, the stool is either too near the
key-board or he is sitting too far on it.
Shoes worn when playing should not be made too nar¬
row or too round at the toe ; they should have fairly
deep heel-pieces. The reason why it is necessary to
have deep heel-pieces will be explained hereafter.
Lady pupils Bhould avoid very small and also very cir¬
cular heel-pieces, unless, indeed, they are prepared to
undei < a temporarj imprisonment
j n hasa Kb< tj
by the sacrifice of a boot. The soles should be of mod¬
erate thickness, for, if they are too thin, many delicate
muscles of the foot will be called into play whose co-op¬
eration is totally unnecessary in pedaling, but whose
use will cause great fatigue to the hard-working student.
I • a ma t<
f ec mbii ing st ps, a little exp rienc i :
worth a vast amount of theory. A refined ear and
good taste will point out unmistakably, first, what com¬
binations of stops produce a really good tone; next,
which combination is most suitable for a particular
passage. It iB specially necessary to warn young organsts agains
>11 it >1 ;d« ic« to the re iom giv \ i
arrangements for the organ. ' For instance, “full swell”
-t pianissimo > joint organs in large building , but
fortissipo on many others; “up. to mixtures” in old
cathedral organs means a rich mezzo forte, whereas, in
a mod* ■
cially if i
nail 1
?) it is
probable the result.would be a screamy fortissimo.
When an “arranger” has an instrument with bad
“ double diapasons” he - is constantly writing the
directions “ without doubles,” whereas, if they are so
properly voiced as to become a subordinate ingredient
of the tone their frequent use is not only admissible,
but desirable. On an instrument with a' small, weaktone pedal, organ a good player frequently plays the
pedal part in octaves ; but, if this were to he indiscrimi¬
nately followed on a properly-balanced instrument, the
effect would often be detestable. Many German writers
have written for organs possessing a large independent
pedal organ, but very intractable couplers (if any) of
“ manuals ” to “ pedals.” In order, therefore, to get
strength of tone these composers give frequent passages
ir. octaves.
„ A food organist may be known, if by nothing else, by
Ms use of the crescendo of the 'swell organ. A. bad

TEACHING CHIL

BY F. A. WILLI

To teach children successfully
courage them from the beginning
so pleasant that they will look f
j

..-i

___

day with p - re. Get i child
careful teaching, their rapid ad
On the other hand, let a child on
piano, and they might as well
mU.
i
,, ,
,
once. This should always be g
very first lessons are the ones t

course the child will take'.
First
their work, and the rest will be e
practical as possible. Do not the
not tell them any more at one ti
oughly understand. This will
because of it they will work muc
good music as soon as they are
There are pieces by Schumann,
others that are as easy and a good
of the trash children are too o
child’s musical taste is like his
child read trashy books, and his

and pure is mined. On the oth
nothing but the best literature,
and give them noble ideas, and t
gust on anything low or trashy.
regard to music. I have one litt
age who plays sonatinas by Be

Kuhlau, and pieces by Lichner a
hm sever had any but good mus
can play any of it with the metro
fectly. If this child continues in
menced, will she ' ever care Is
answer, most emphatically, No I
be started in this way, teachers w
teach so sissy of those so-catt

legato to the portamento,and staccato-■touch,",;which the
Guide by its changes of position facilitates, will enable
the pupil to practice a much longer time without fatigue.
How seldom do we have chords played with that lifting touch, and how easy to teach that touch with the

■.
ft
'
Before
^
reacbeg
you tbe fo
Before this reaches you the fo
fion,a
son’s Toucb
Touch an(J
and Tecbnic
Technic will be p
„ ,
, of„ ^
.
r,
^ gcbool
0ctaves
and, Bravur
the School of Octaves and Bravur
most CQmplete treatise OQ tbe art o
most complete treatise on the art o
Guide, for it must come from the wrist, and begin in the lisbed_
lished. Tbig
This volume compietes
completes the g
more subtle passage work, which is prologue to the play and TeebniC)„ publisbed by U8 in
“»
published by os in
or climax. How dreary is it all without the proper ac- ripe
ripe fruit
fruit of
of the
the long
long experience
experience of
of
centuation of sequence changes and the punctuation and
artist>
Dr.
Wm.
Mason,
and artist, Dr. Wm. Mason.
that completes the phrase or section. But with this
:■ ;
help there can be no excuse for, unequal touch.
-' _
,
,
v
m
The new
new and
and revised
revised edition
edition of
of
The Guides are made in quantities by a chartered .•, ^
in Phrasing,”’ by
W. S. B.
Mathe
company with folly paid in capital, and a letter ad- m
, Phrasing,
,
ft by ,W. S.
, B. Mathe
has
been
rged
and
co
siueri
dressed to A. W. Sickner, Wichita, Kan., will secure a has been enlarged, and considera
matter
added;
the
author
has
also
full description. The Guides will be for sale by the matter added; the author has also
the old
publishers of The Etude.
J. L. White.
the
old material
matenal of
of the
the original
on^nal
appears in neat binding, uniform w
We have from the editor of the Home Journal, New of this series, it seems almost like
York, a delightfol book of travel entitled ‘ ‘ Abroad and i * 3 book practically supers* Jes h
at Home. ” The author, Morris Phillips, gives the Op. 46 and 47, the best pieces fro
reader many sensible hints on traveling. Of Europe collection. All the pieces are sup
only Great Britain and Paris are visited, and in the period marks, as well as careful
United States his book treats exclusively of the winter style of the piece,, its poetic idea, a
resorts of Florida and the Pacific Coast.
for producing it with the best effe
also consists of a theory of phrasi
ft ;y:.

.

Our large importation of genuine Maelzel Metronomes
has arrived. We have delivered some fifty or more, for
which we had orders waiting, and are now prepared to
fill all foture orders at our very low price for these fine
instruments, $4.50 with bell, $3.00 without bell. Liberal
discount for quantities.
„
In another column will be found a few of the many
kind words of recommendation which we have received
from some of oar customers who availed themselves of
our last special offer of new works, which closed June
15th. It gives ns great pleasnre to state'that the number
of subscriptions for these works was very large, and is
another testimonial of the confidence reposed in ns by
our patrons.

There is a brief dictionary of term
garding tempo.
-A
The success with which this w
teachers in all parts of the count
it has gained, make any further w
our part, almost unnecessary. Th

TESTIMONIA

Your new edition of “Mendelss
Words” is superior to any previou
and I wonld heartily recommend i
Respectfully,
Mrs
..

,
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Landon’s “Reed Organ Metho
have been looking it through, and
clusion that it* is an excellent bo

JNSTBUMENTS rented at a dis¬
tance from New York, with the
privilege of purchase.

Bent ap¬

plied if instrument la

purchased.

Send for Rental-Purchase Plan.

- Rrifau^
with-the rftactieb#^
convinced me of its superior qualities as an instrument for the technical part of pian
with me to Europe, and will
no opportunity to recommend yonr instrument to

26 West Fifteenth Street,

. »

NEW YORK

ilitu

I »( sa .nn«S Bemarki b;
scl
1 Ids ms »
Wsw. M*#b, >8r. Wet. M. Slierw®©#,
Mr. AlberS B- Parsons, ete.
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It is concise ; it is exhaustive ; it is endorsed by most
of the gr it American Pianists nd teachers. L
ra of
commendation of it have been received from the most
prominent musicians in more than twenty different
States. It Is adopted as a standard work in most of
the Colleges in America. Its sales have been phenome¬
nal. Its price is very reasonable, viz.:. In Cloth, em¬
bossed, $1.00 ; in Board covers, 75 cents? and in paper
covers, 60 cents. Address
', TM2»U©KIS PRESSEB,
1704 CHESTNUT ST.. PHILAD’A. PA.

Lessons in Musical History,

The only Complete Encyclo
the English Lan

Bound in handsome Brown Cloth, Gilt
sold only in complete seta. This new ed

Price for 5 Volumes, (includi
Price for Index,
Addirpnn

THEODORE

1704 CHESTNUT S

Price $1.50, postpaid.
A eomprehenaivi ontl ne of music 1 h torj from the
beginning of the. Christian era to the present time 5 espe¬

STUDIES IN P

VOL. OB.
By W. S. B. MA

cially designed for the use of schools and literary insti¬
tutions.

.

A collection of a higher grade
Iso containing an extensive t

Address Pul lisher,

hip.n in on uran ipa

Tireodc)ri3 Pit esse:r,
1701 Ch estnut 81reet,
Purwuiti rnn. P*
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possible-results ip Pianoforte Technics.

With Application of Rhythm, Velocity,

Canon, and a great variety'of touches, whereby Fluency, Lightness of Runs,
r

snness, and Pearly Quality

T

lee Ieourei

The first-part of Mason’s Technics, which his practical experience as a Teacher
led him to discover, was the fast form of the Two-finger Exercise. This he adopted
from Liszt, but modified the manner of playing it in such a way as made it a
wholly new exereise. The next was tlie-application of Rhythm*to the Scales, the
immediate end sought being that of securing many repetitions, and an absorption
of attention which to a degree conceals from careless pupils the length of time
occupied in the practice; also leads directly to the best results through the more
ac i e participation >f the mind
These results ft !< wed sc unmistakably th; t this
part of the system'attracted the attention of ail teachers in.position to observe it.
The firat publication of these principles took plaee in 1868, in Mason and Hoadley’s
New Method—a work prepared by Mr. Hoad ley, but declined l>y the publishers
unless he could induce Dr.. Mason to permit his Accent Exercises to be included
in it. " .
.
•
Mason’s Accented Scales comprises the results of all his experience

more than thirty years in varying the
Needs of Pupils ot Different Grades

applications of it,

ami

during

in adapting it to the

Mas< tf,. S< ale; ar< the First Considerable Addition to Tech srics in
this direction since those of Tomaschkk, of Prague, were first introduced in this
country by Nathan Richardson, who laid them from Dreyscliock. Mason’s Scales
are far more Varied and Musically Productive than those of Tomasciiek.

The system contains sufficient variety of foims to carry a pupil Through

Hb Entire* Musical Education.

Tech

provid

conta

N
the fe

Mas

T
Exper

2
3
4
5
3
7
8
Prac

T
and m
lishe

\
‘ Ilass

THE • ENTIRE • SERIES • OF 'TO

comprises m origiaal system for the development of a eompleta ;teeliaief from' the
are: An active mse of the pupil’s mind in technical work, with the resultant r
developing a true rhythm; & discriminating touch that leads to every variety of t
practice that secures the necessary facility and speed of execution. All of wh
compositions. They are printed in separate volumes, in, order to enable teachers
to their present stock the particular part of Mason’s System which they happen
estimation of the relative value of the four elements in Mason's System, and th
to select the particular part he desires.
.
The value of the Principle^uf Accentuation applied to Exercises is now
hook of technics now contains more or less of it. Nevertheless, as Dr. Mason
has been so ingenious and thorough as his
This work la a wholly new exposition of the subject, representing the
teacher and a virtuoso by the Grace of God.
.
*
’
We have never offered teachers more valuable works than these.

EDWARD BA

Dot c
MISS MARY H. BURNHAM

it Pi

i

Address, 178 Trem

T

HE facilities which New York offers as. a residence
for music students are well known, but the question
of finding a suitable home is a perplexing one to those
who come from a distance. In answer to a number oi
requests I will receive into my family a few young ladies
as music students.
The course of instruction will be progressive. Conse
quently students of all grades will be admitted, but those
desiring to fit themselves for piano teachers will be my
preference. The school year will begin November 1st,
1892 at
vill be iivided in o fou tei m if seven weeks
each. Students will be required to remain during one
term, but may enter at the beginning of any term.
I shall personally direct all studies, with Buch assist¬
ance as may be needed. Harmony and musical history
classes, weekly recitals, teaching lessons, musical talks,
ear training, etc., will be included in the course. A
Bpecial feature will be the “teaching lesson,” when stu¬
dents themselves will have an opportunity of giving les¬
sons under my superintendence. Vocal instruction will
be under the direction of Dr. and Mrs. Carl E. Martin.

A

e

Principal

chaperon

elcr-I

f .

will

Mr. Perry makes an Annual We
10th to the holidays. Speci
route desiring r

accompany pupils to concerts, operas,

. .

,

r m.ii.

LEiPSiO AND

. P0AMB8T9TEACH
_T

refer by permission to Mr. William H.. Sherwood,
Chicago Conservatory, Chicago, Ill., und to all of my
pupils; also to Hev. Cornelius B. Smith, D.D., 101
East Sixty-ninth Street, and Rev. Charles O. Day, Brattleboro, Vt All applications to be made before Octoberist i892.
For further particulars as to terms, special studies,
f~f» address

§60.00 for twenty one-hour lesson

a

37 Fort Avenue, or Chicke

—r——;-=—-——

W.

RHYS

Maos. Bee.; Go

BY CORRE

Papils prepared for Musical Ex
ADDRESS.

HUGH A. CLARIE, ins. Bbc

H

MR. PERL

TTIEL^OIHLfiCliS OI

MASDS’8 “WK

In Harmony, Counterpoint,
a ui C oi i| t >- io .

Studio S, Cnrneffle M
Xew Me fie,

141 Montague 8t., lir
’

SCIE

The inadequate results from technical

the great barrier to a proper advancement
Science, having investigated this
-—THE— ■

subject, has discovered and can explain

STUBEOT’S TEOTETKCOIT

the reasons of such uneconomical re-

•

FEIOB SIS.

'

suits, and can now supply at a cheap

for developing and enlarging the technical dexterity of the hand.
Employed by eminent pianists in their teaching, and for their own personal use,

Hundreds of teachers testify that it is invaluable to both them-

_

[Jew designs. Styles Ke, 25
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MaHDFACTUBKD 13T AU> STYLES
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CQWCERT,

Factories; Brand Rapids and Muskegon,

OFFICE, 205 TEMPLE COURT,

Send for Illustrated Catalogue

BllwoK Baetot Maid E

FOR PIA.OTSTS

A complete, durable, and exceedingly practica
fen- preparing the bands for key-boanl work. We
i> h -i foi circuit r.

SOMETHING ENTIRELY MEW.

IssMcSim’s fra@®d Oiffai EMM
Price SI.50.

'~By CHAS. W. LANDON,

■ Foreign Fingering.

This Method is something entirely new. Every piece
is especially arranged for the Reed Organ. * They are
xelected from the best composers. Each piece is copi¬
ously annotated, analyzed, and every possible help given
thepnpil as to the best way of practicing and learning it.
Pieces are carefully graded. Every difficulty is first
prepared in an easy and-attractive form. The Reed
Organ Touch is clearly explained (a hitherto neglected
feature). Phrasing is successfully taught. ‘ The whys and
wherefores of every point are clearly given. Many special
and beautiful Reed Organ Effects are fully illustrated.

The game, which consists of 48 cards, ca
any number, of players^ The object of t
impress on the mind of the players the im
in t le l* es )f < omposere . I ausicia
I1*?’, s Publi her,

1704 Chestnut Street, Philad

Send 7;..* a Ss triple < lopy,

THEO. PRESSER, Publisher,
1704 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.

The TechnScon,
’ A MECHANICAL APPLIANCE

PXAWQFOKT

FOR THE

Development of Piano Technic
PRICE $1.00

Libf ral deduction to <1*.- pr jfessi m.
Send for circular giving full information.
Address
•
'
if'

THEODORE PRESSER,

. mi,avo oltA
lu6F6 are tew
8tructiye music.

1704 CHESTNUT STREET, PHILADELPHIA. Pieces
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really good, collection
This album will be
supplying a need with most teachers
pieces intended to form the taste of th
are closely, fingered and edited. We
the collection cannot be excelled f
'

Stephen A. Emery.

Op. 20.

24 ADAMS ST.,

Price $1,25.

Method of Pianoforte Technique. By Charles Buttschardt, with additions by Arthur Foote. Price
$1.00, net.
The Art of Phrasing. 80 Vocalises by C. GloggnerCastelli. Edited by G. Federlein. Book I, price
$1.50, soprano or tenor, contralto, baritone or
bass. Book II, price $2.50^ soprano or tenor,
contralto.
Progressive Vocal Studies for Medium Voice.
Alfred Arthur. Price 75 cents, net.
Vocal Method.

By Charles E. Tinney.

Vocal and Instrumental Music in all it

Dramatic, Delsarte, Stage Dan
Also, Art Departme

Summer Term, July 1st to
Fall Ter

L.

Vccal Department,
G. GOTT
Piano Department, AUGUST E

Catalogue Hailed-on

Directo

By

Price $1.00,

CONSERVATOBY

MINNEAPOLIS

ijtnde Album for the Organ. A collection of Etudes
for the Organ. Selected and arranged is progres¬
sive order with Registration, Pedaling, and Fin¬
gering carefully indicated. By Everett E. Truette.
Price $1.60, net.
fetude Album for Violin. A collection of Etudes for
the Violin. Selected and arranged in progressive
order by Charles M, Allen. Price $1.26, net.

All Branches Musical Art. Elocution
st
B si a Ni
s
School North of Chicago. S
CJLARANCJS A.

BOSTON TRAtN

OF MU

.4*10 '2V»gQ tfriTblpH V «n|:f :j Til d f^iTT" Iff* a , "
By Edwin M. Lott and 0. B. Brown. Price 60
cents, net.

i. E( Oh ) YEAR BEl fi

Primer of Musical Forms. By W. S. B. Mathews.
.
A Systematic View of the Typical Forms of Mod-’
concertshbFe^nentmne:n.teachinB Uli
era Music. Price 80 cents, net.
All erades of pupils received in the
•

The Department of BE.OCU’riO

' ■’ ':.;

oratory.

The Department of ABV is in c
Henry 8andham, R. C. A., with a c
trained artists. TTItais cSepairlairae

ba-amdae® off art standy, iaaclaa
taratioaa.
For Calendar, with full particulars,

Hall Orders solicited and promptly filled
to all parts of the Country.

20 Music Hall Building,

Stephen A. Emery.

Op. 20.

24 ADAMS ST.,

Price $1.25.

Method of Pianoforte Technique.

By Charles Buttschardt, with additions by Arthur Foote. Price
$1.00, net.

ocal

ndlns

ne

•

ic in al ito

Dramatic, Delsarte, Stage Dan
Also, Art Departmen

Summer Term, July 1st to
Fall Term
Castelli. Edited by G. Federlein. Book I, price
Vccal Department, L G. G0TT
$1.50, soprano or tenor, contralto, baritone or
Piano Department, AUGUST E
bass. Book II, price $2.50, soprano or tenor,

The Art of Phrasing.

30 Vocalises by C. Gloggner-

Catalogue Mailed-on

contralto.

Progressive Vocal Studies for Medium Voice.
Alfred Arthur.

Vocal Method.

Price To cents, net.

By Charles E. Tinney.

Director

By

Price $1.00,

WORTH W 1S
COMSEKVATO IT

MINNEAPOLIS
£tude Album for the Organ. A collection of Etudes
for the Organ. Selected and arranged in progres¬
sive order with Registration, Pedaling, and Fin
gering carefully indicated. By Everett E. Truette.
Price $1.60, net.
litode Album for Violin. A collection of JEtudes for
the Violin. Selected and arranged in progressive
order by Charles N. Allen. Price $1.25, net.

Dictionary of Musical Terms and Elements sf Music.
By Edwin M. Lott and O. B. Brown.
cents, net.

Price 60

All Branches Musical Art. Elocution,
struct ore Best i lot tin
*
School North of Chicago. S
: (7.L A-RAjVCVE -A.

BOSTON TRAININ

OF MUS
Special Object:

The Tra

-

' SECOND YEAR. BEGIN

_

The NOEtUAL coustSE, for w

Primer of Musical Forms. By W. S. B. MathewB.
A Systematic View of the Typical Forms of Mod¬
ern Music. Price 80 cents, net.

training and broad education, providin

CmmpTMe Catalogues %wA St imidt*
PI«»o
Teachers* Manual tent free

All grades of pupils received in the P
nsediate Courses.
'
The Department of ELOCUTION
Oratory.
The Department of AMT is in ch
Henry Sandham, R.C.A., with a co
trained artists. This departme
branches of art study. Includ
(.ration.

upon application.

concert^by’eSnenfme;nteaChinB Ulld

For Calendar, with full particulars, a

Mall Orders solicited and promptly filled
to r s< pa ts ol the Countrj

GEO. H. HOWA
20 Music Hall Building,

